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Absorption, 2010, ink and gesso on muslin, 81 x 26 cm



In a Simon Lewty work entitled Absorption (2010) that

word itself is signalled in longhand from the heart of the

picture space amid the proliferating but inscrutable textures

of another script. The word highlights its own paradoxical

condition, caught in a web of differences and deferences

between naming and embedding. As ‘absorption’accedes

here to its own legibility, it draws attention to a range of

conditions marks undergo, resist or oscillate between. In his

verse-essay Artifice of Absorption Charles Bernstein points

to how there seems no limit ‘to what/the absorption-anti-

absorption nexus [can] absorb’. If absorption suggests one

way we can relate to an art-work so as to overlook its actual

means and textures, it might also suggest how an enigmatic

image or inscription can infinitely recede before us, leaving

us with the surfaces that it can slip behind where we can’t.

In Lewty’s work any question of surface is closely and

fatefully linked to the texts and textual graphics which

negotiate it: at times they seem to project beyond it but

at others grope back into it, even provoking visual contu-

sions and diversions as they burrow under its skin. There

is a continuous cycle of graphic forms coming to term

(being legible), being waylaid (recaptured for indecipher-

ability) or in process of being deflated or inflated outside

any stable moment of recognition, though that moment

always remains in question: why is recognition deflected

or encoded away from us, or what do we do when it flaunts

and leaps before us in elaborately cursive scripts?

As Bernstein notes, there are ‘relative degrees/ or valences

of impermeability that can be angled/against one another

to create / interlinear or interphrasal ‘gaps’that act like inter-

vals . . . the absorbed and the unabsorbed cleave/since cleave

means both to divide/& to hold together’. Or, as Lewty once

wrote, ‘whatever touches the surface changes that surface’.

Here his concern with ‘touch’ raises the issue of what can

infiltrate the surface or what marks of resistance the surface

might offer or in a sense inscribe for and on itself.

Bernstein is focusing on poetic texts but his insight bears

on the role writing performs within Lewty’s practice.

Theodor Adorno observes that language-based art-works

can never become wholly implicit (like music or abstract art),

for whatever is said through them has to pass simultaneously

(though not identically) across their overt speaking. He con-

cludes that explicit texts can never be wholly literal while

wordless forms of art can never be perfectly thoughtless.

In Lewty’s work such an issue forms part of a continuous

attention to the traces left by legible, semi-legible and illeg-

ible marks, marks circulating around intentionality, both

gaining it by chance and losing it by mischance while creat-

ing a complex texture of inter-association, as if offering

a transverse glance at the surfaces they filter through. In this

sense, Lewty’s surfaces cannot be seen as neutral backdrops

or arenas. Where the autonomy of graphic figuration has
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been absorbed or modified by the surfaces, this is how

they loom before us, so that scripts recall their implicit

muteness of figure or visual patinas hinting at hidden

junctures of sound.

As we peer among and between minutely codified traits

we discern that the surface they emerge from is not an

impermeable glaze but more like a projective, multi-cellular

sponge here inflated, there crushed. An openness to partici-

pation is not subverted but held in reserve, what recedes

before us enables rescued exclamations or declarations

to process across a clouded presence of surfaces saturated

in traces of arrival if not recovery. The burden of words can’t

be thrown off lightly, Lewty has observed and he has the

patience to ask where their meanings go; one might add,

how are they, or what percentage of them, gets absorbed,

as either taken up or lost?

Mutations of absorption are also present in Lewty’s more

recent preoccupation with shorthand. On one level, the

compendious code invented by Thomas Shelton which

Lewty deploys resembles random graphic slashes, squiggles

and dots, but these are the marks of a given encryption

which are being followed exactly. This is not an asemic

improvisation but a systematic collation of motivated marks

though they remain ‘unlettered’. Through them can be

sensed the internal distances or feints of signification rather

than a pure absence: as they disguise the overt such recon-

dite signs negotiate planes of recession and depth as part

of the linearity that proceeds across the surface.

A piece like Early Songs (2010) (page19) with its bold vertical

narrowing of linearity, though lacking colour, covers a wide

spectrum of textual effects. Serial numbers indicating not

just a working day but a time of day are put in sequence with

words further atomised between dashes and slowly reorder-

ing themselves, while a sprinkling of neologisms separated

by colons drift into the shorthand sections, where questions

of precise decoding become acute. What Lewty implicates

across such a texture of written or print-like effects is some-

thing like a ‘counter-looming’of what is being absorbed

between scripts or underneath them so that an intermittent

trail of prophetic declarations in small capitals can project

through the flux of textures: ELYSIUM, PRELUDE, ENACT,

FEAST, FACE, MASKS. Should this be read in series or not?

Do they play amongst themselves or are they more radically

absorbed by all the other moments of writing into being

no more than single and isolated exclamations?

A refrain-like, constantly permuting and re-atomising word-

series, ‘at the edge of the park–where the grass ends–

endless heat begins’ turns into its shorthand equivalent

as one demarcation is absorbed (apparently unrecognisably)

by another but with an abrupt change in the graphic traits

involved. At times, the shorthand patterns suggest grass-

like fronds or strands as if figuring the park-theme with

startling literalness. What is happening across the whole

piece is an array of ratios and rhythms of absorption, oper-

ating on several levels, so that the work becomes opaque

or re-emerges before our eyes, where we are not just an

onlooker but a reader and potential decoder.



Healing Surface (2013) (page 9) consists of a thin sheet of

paper with washed-out oil pastel colourings on its reverse

put twice through a typewriter to create overlapping scripts

together with handwriting added in pencil. This had been

thrown away as a failure but was rediscovered some years

later and relaid on white card after being protected by a layer

of tissue, given its now fragile state. Marks of original neglect

and damage have eloquently worked into the now rough-

ened surface, so that frayed gaps lighten the overall textures

as well as interrupting them, and the underlying grey-pink

colour looms out from reversals to recoveries more like

a forward-moving horizon of anticipation than a retrospec-

tive one. In Counter-Movements (2011) layering results from

a fold-over technique. Linear writing appears to anticipate

what it has not yet spelled itself out as becoming when so

overlaid in reverse, and this can create surprising (uninten-

tional) symmetrical juxtapositions of individual letters as

a result of the mirror effect. Chance is allowed to create

its own encounters, so that‘summer’from left to right is com-

plemented by the deflected letters of ‘season’from right to

left. Where tangles of mirrored and unmirrored letters occur

they seem to suggest a prototype shorthand of their own.

Spring: Insistence of Waves (2012) (page 11) displays a more

open flowing texture with fresh coloration but with a clear

vertical channel between the wavy configurations on the left

and segments of the title in italic capitals on the right which

become transposed and thematically elaborated in short-

hand. Among the waves are under-currents of apical forma-

tions suggestive of the way a tidal flow filtrates through

surface waves. There is also some direct figurative play

between letter-shapes and shorthand marks through

alignment. The V of WAVES is mirrored in a shorthand /\

just above it which spells the indefinite article ‘a’ and this

leads to an inverse back-slanting S (meaning ‘joy’) which

crowns the S of WAVES so that the eye can make out an

elegant curlicue pattern. These are intimate juxtapositions

rather than motifs: not so much overlappings as underlying

lappings-against allowed to take on a role.

In this scenario marks get washed up on a surface, and may

partly filter through it so as to be rudimentarily retained

upon it (rather like the thin film effect known as adsorption).

A ‘tidal line’between the two effects is constantly shifting,

depositing and dissolving and this takes us to the heart

of Lewty’s imaginative concerns, one no less arising from his

frequent sorties along the Swanage foreshore. How to read

or regard such marks passaging through the inscriptional?

Are they marks to be reassimilated or, as beyond recovery,

are they tokens of the very textures they have soaked into?

In their presence one may feel, in Thomas A Clark’s phrase,

‘the lure of a trajectory/you will not take’. However, as we

linger before these semi-pervious, quasi-graphic messages,

their shimmering encodings or saturate fade-outs haunt us.

Our own failure to translate them fully no longer feels

distracting as they draw out what can be absorbed from

ourselves into a concrete relation with layers embedding/

projecting the encumbered circulations and speculations

of proto-indicative surfaces.

Peter Larkin

Kenilworth, 2012



Pyrographic Script, 2013, ink and burning on paper, 43.5 x 43 cm



Healing Surface, 2013, typescript and mixed media on paper, 35 x 35 cm



Spring Insistence of Waves, 2013, ink and acrylic on paper, 84.5 x 28 cm







First Transcription (Shelton’s Shorthand), 2010, ink and acrylic on paper, 14 x 76 cm



For 40 years Simon Lewty has walked a solitary road towards

doubling. What were once elusive pairs–figurative image

beside word, freehand scratches and scrawls set against ele-

gant chancery script–have become in the recent work a more

deliberate duplication, a more formal doubling. Back in the

1980s Lewty’s works often resembled maps. Map and the

world it mapped formed a pair, yet the map took its place

in the world. By the end of that decade his drawings often

resembled diptychs, but ones in which the logic of dexter

and sinister was unclear; they were riddles without answer.

The texts speak of hope and fear in the same breath.

A significant landmark on Lewty’s progress was his engage-

ment by Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery in 1989 to

present an exhibition selected from their enormously varied

collections of ethnography, natural history and–of course–

paintings, drawings and prints. Time and again Lewty’s

Chosen Objects teased the visitor into considering the status

of thing, representation and word, or material object and sign.

I recall exhibit number 107, a specimen from the natural

history collection, Hippospongia equina meanderiformis, where

a small hand-written tag, inscribed‘extinct 1938’, lay on top

of the sponge. Here, as in Lewty’s own paintings, several of

which were included in the show, words were superimposed

or embedded within the image or object. Label was not

subordinate to object, nor the name to what it designated,

rather they coexisted in alliance. In this embodiment, word

is image, a thing in the world. In the catalogue Lewty wrote

of his childhood excitement at discovering the names of crys-

tals and other minerals he had just seen:‘Erythrite, Vanadinite,

Cassiterite, Celestine, Orpiment, Fluorspar, Galena–names

as refulgent to the imagination as the glowing rocks were

to the senses’.

Through the early 1990s inscribed words, pictograms and

figures shared the same field, entering into alliance or jostling

for space. Often they lay over one another like in a palimpsest.

As the turn of the millennium approached the figures went

into hiding. A new formality appeared in the layout and the

blocks of script were now more ordered within their margins;

the lines became longer and texts run on and on, without

beginning and without end. New alternations pattern the

field; phrases in classical majuscules peremptorily interrupt

the flow of the cursive script. In the larger works this formality

strengthened over the next decade, almost as if the menace

in the text was being kept in check, brought into line. Words

march to a stricter order. Around 2008 Lewty was increasingly

configuring another form of diptych, divided horizontally

rather than vertically, in which one block of text is distin-

guished from another by a change of script. Typically a variant

The Surface Speaks



of italic imitating a typeface is set above the harder-to-read

flourishes of the ‘Secretary’script of the pre-modern age.

Some kind of identity in difference seems to be proposed as

each half of the work–top and bottom–is equal, though the

scripts are different in scale and therefore of different length.

2009 brings us to the earliest works in the current exhibition.

The symmetrical wings of a moth, by chance pressed like

a flower to the page above the red lines of Text with a Moth,

might be the secret logo of the new visual regime. The bilat-

eral symmetry of wings is enlarged and asserted more force-

fully in the double folds of Text over a Spillage, in which the

stains resemble the inkblots used in the Rorschach psycho-

logical test. As with the set of Rorschach blots, Lewty’s sym-

metrical spillage evokes the essential symmetry of the body

and its internal organs. In conversation Simon has expressed

his interest in the intra-uterine memory. Looking at Text over

a Spillage, with its red capillaries lined up as words over the

symmetrical stain, we seem to be simultaneously inside and

outside the body, confronting something at once familiar

and unknown. Somatic and linguistic, these markings materi-

alized upon a surface quietly refuse the Cartesian dualism

of body and mind.

Simon Lewty was, as ever, on the lookout for strategies to

turn attention from language as meaning towards language

as mark when he came across the system of stenography or

shorthand invented in the 17th-century by Thomas Shelton

and employed by that tireless diarist, observer and recorder

of himself and his world, Samuel Pepys. Simon acquired

a facsimile of Shelton’s book Tachygraphy, practised its

symbolic system and put it to use. Now his works become

more perfect doubles. Divided vertically or horizontally,

on one side he inscribes his dream-like narrative in longhand,

on the other–or below–he transcribes the same text into

Shelton’s shorthand. We may guess that these dashes and

ligatures stand for words but can only look at them not read

them; and this mode of looking at the mark reacts back on

our looking at the other side of the equation, the columns of

longhand. When Shelton’s tachygraphy first became popular

poems were written in praise of a system that allowed people

to write as fast as speech. In his teens Lewty was a gifted clar-

inettist and student of music theory. Scanning these recent

works one becomes aware of the beauty of the varying tempi

of majuscules and cursive script, and of the quicker tempo

of the succession of Shelton’s symbols. They bear some resem-

blance to musical notation. As in the earlier inscriptions, the

texts often evoke sounds, breath and voices, but always in par-

adoxical fashion: in The Real within the Voice we are teased

by the passage, ‘The world is full of voices I will never hear–

or writing I will never read’; and near the centre of This Sleep,

this Fair, this Finding is inscribed ‘UNSAYABLE’. One recent

drawing entitled Notations from a Script for a Phonetic Play

presents Shelton’s symbols lying over cursive graphite marks

that gesture towards script but remain illegible.

From visible music and voices unheard we turn to a distinctive

feature of many of the recent works, their alternations of

colour. The inscriptions are patterned by changes of coloured

inks, including red, orange, azure and indigo, violet and green.

Sometimes each letter or each symbol is in a different hue,

sometimes each word. Is colour sayable? Searching for rhyme



or reason in these differences of colour we find none for

which there is a code. Unlike the red letters or rubrics of the

manuscript era, choice of colour is unrelated to meaning:

there are no red-letter days here. This decorative deployment

of colour fits the strategy of creating a gap between word,

letter or symbol as mark, and language as bearer of meaning.

Viewers of Lewty’s recent works may wonder whether his

return to Shelton’s obsolete system of stenography is any-

thing more than a curious exercise. In thinking about this

question I am struck by passages in a recent book by Alexan-

der Nagel, Medieval Modern: Art out of Time, in which the

author reconsiders Marshall McLuhan’s vision of the advent

of the electronic era. The Canadian academic set out his

prophecy in The Gutenberg Galaxy as long ago as 1962, when

Lewty was studying at Hornsey College of Art. Nagel summa-

rizes McLuhan’s argument that‘the advent of typography in

the fifteenth-century . . . introduced a new organization

of experience . . . as words were dislocated from their oral

context and came to be understood and manipulated as logi-

cal visual arrays’.* The era dominated by printing was also the

era of single-point perspective as the organizing principle

of pictorial space. In the electronic age, by contrast, commu-

nication beams in all directions, creating multiple relations

more akin to an essentially auditory resonance of many

voices and ‘simultaneous happening’. Distance is replaced

by a multidinous presence.

Simon Lewty recently said to me, ‘I quite like the idea of

a media-saturated atmosphere’. He embraces new technolo-

gies; he uses the Internet. His work has long suggested affini-

ties with interference across radio waves. But now that the

typewriter is largely consigned to history and stenography

outmoded, why does he laboriously inscribe words as if type-

writer keys had struck them, or transcribe a text in Shelton’s

shorthand? Could it be that the artist is one who realizes the

complexity of the present by an act of recuperation? Nagel

reminds us that McLuhan‘never tired of saying, the old media

don’t disappear but are internalized in the new media. They

become the content of the new media and in a sense only

achieve definition as media when they are taken up by their

successors’. Viewed as an ongoing project, Lewty’s doublings,

and his surfaces that speak, realize and give substantial pres-

ence to three modes of consciousness characteristic of three

overlapping eras–the scribal era, the era of printing, and the

electronic era in which we are now increasingly immersed.

Paul Hills

London, 2013

*Alexander Nagel, Medieval Modern: Art Out of Time, Thames & Hudson, London, 2012, Ch. 12‘The Year 1962: Mosaic Resonance’.



Notations from a Script for a Phonetic Play (1), ink, acrylic and graphite, 2012, 46.5 x 56.5 cm



Early Songs, 2010, ink and acrylic on paper, 194.5 x 73 cm

Detail above and shown fully on facing page





The Real within the Voice, 2011, ink and acrylic on paper, 108.5 x 134 cm

Detail shown on following two pages









The Child’s Hand: Communities of Mist, 2011, ink and acrylic on paper, 104.5 x 140 cm

Detail shown on following two pages









Station of the Hours of Darkness, Field of the Hours of Light, 2010, ink and acrylic on paper, 75 x 102 cm

Detail above and shown fully on facing page





A Flourish which is to Transparency as the Ceaseless Wind is to Stone, 2011, ink and acrylic on paper, 96 x 123.5 cm





Eclipse, Sea, Dream, Song, 2012, ink and acrylic on paper, 87.5 x 68 cm

Details shown on following two pages





Details from Eclipse, Sea, Dream, Song, showing longhand above and Thomas Shelton’s shorthand, Tachygraphy, on facing page





Innocence Speaks of Light in Ways, 2012, ink and acrylic on paper, 92.5 x 63 cm

Details shown on following two pages





Details from Innocence Speaks of Light in Ways: longhand above and Thomas Shelton’s shorthand, Tachygraphy, on facing page



F O L L O W I N G S P R E A D : Enlarged detail from This Sleep, this Fair, this Finding, 2011, ink and acrylic on paper, 123 x 153.5 cm R







Text over a Spillage I, 2009, ink and acrylic on paper, 58 x 50.5 cm



Text over a Spillage II, 2009, ink and acrylic on paper, 58 x 50.5 cm



Text with a Moth, 2009, ink and acrylic on paper, 56 x 42 cm

Detail above and shown fully on facing page
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Most recently he showed his work at the Courtauld Institute of Fine Art, and the South Bank

Centre, London, in 2011 and 2012. Over 30 years he has participated in many group exhibi-

tions, ranging from the John Moores Biennale, Liverpool, to Upturned Ark at the Pitt Rivers

Museum, Oxford, and Art and the Word at Miami Art Museum, Florida, USA.

Simon Lewty has been the subject of two films made for Central TV, and he was interviewed

by Timothy Hyman for BBC Radio 3’s Third Ear series in 1992. Between 2006 and 2009 he was

interviewed by Cathy Courtney in a series of recordings made for the British Library Sound

Archive. In 2010 a short film about his work, Through the Surface was directed by Tom Hudson.

Also in 2010 The Self as a Stranger, a richly illustrated monograph on his work, was published

by Black Dog Publishing Ltd., London. This includes essays by a distinguished group of writers,

as well as contributions from the artist himself.

He is represented in many public collections including the Arts Council of Great Britain, the

Victoria and Albert Museum, the British Museum, and the Ruth and Marvin Sackner Archive

of Concrete and Visual Poetry, Miami Beach, Florida, USA.

Simon Lewty is represented exclusively by Art First, London, where he has exhibited regularly

since 1994.

Facing page, detail from Eclipse, Sea, Dream, Song
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Facing page, detail from The Child’s Hand: Communities of Mist, 2011, ink and acrylic on paper, 104.5 x 140 cm
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